BREAKING    THE    ICE
away, and some had brought goods from European Russian
ports to Siberia on their way out, like the Stesso. Purely
arithmetically it is much shorter than the other sea routes
between European and far eastern Russia—which go
through international seas and many potentially hostile
straits, whereas this part of the Arctic is a Russian lake along
the north coast of Asia. Murmansk to Vladivostok via the
Indian Ocean or through the Panama Canal is a distance of
almost 14,000 miles, while Murmansk-Vladivostok is not
more than 6000.
But apart from the economic value, the Northern Sea
Route has a great strategic importance, which I think is
probably one of the reasons why the Soviet Government
pushes ahead so energetically with its development. It is
open only for three months of the year, but even that would
bring a considerable relief to the trans-Siberian transport
system in case of wrar on two fronts—in Europe and the Far
East. Beyond that it would guarantee a line of communi-
cation by sea to America with which, for all practical pur-
poses, Japan could not interfere. Ships could come up
with provisions along the American east coast and be taken
in convoy by Soviet ice-breakers at the Bering Straits and
be guided to any of the Arctic ports. There the goods could
be unloaded and transported on river craft up the Lena to
the Far East, or up the Yenisei and Obi to Siberia, and by
rail or by the White Sea Canal from. Murmansk to the
Baltic and Western Russia. Murmansk being quite ice
free (while Leningrad is not), the Soviet fleet will have to
be shifted there. Murmansk is actually being developed
rapidly into a naval base, primarily for the Northern Sea
Route, but the wharves and dockyards under construction
for this head station of the Arctic can be used for warships
just as well as Leningrad.
It was not necessary to put many questions to my hosts
on the Termak concerning these strategic aspects. They are
quite clear. I refrained from endangering the friendly
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